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APPENDICES
(Appendix I)
Transliteration List
Page

Name of
Surah/verse

1

AR-Room/22

Translation
Indonesian

English

Dan di antara tanda-tanda

And His signs is the

(kebesaaran)-nya ialah

creation of the heaven

penciptaan langit dan

and thr earth and the

bumi, perbedaan

diversity of your

bahasamu, dan warna

languages and your

kulitmu. Sungguh, pada

colors. Indeed in that are

demikian itu benar-benar

signs for those of

terdapat tanda-tanda bagi

knowladge.

orang-orang yang
mengetahuinya.
2

AR-Rahman/33

Wahai golongan Jiin dan

Hii, company of Jiin and

manusia! Jika kamu

human, if you are able to

sanggup menembus

pass beyond the regions

(melintasi) penjuru langit

of the heavens and the

dan bumi, maka

earth, then pass. You

tembuslah. Kamu tidak

will not pass except by

akan mampu

authority

menembusnya kecuali

(From Allah SWT)

dengan kekuatan dari
Allah SWT.
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(Appendix II)
Transcript of Interview
Interview Guideline (Teacher A)
The name of the University : Antasari State Islamic University Banjarmasin.
Address

: Ahmad Yani street KM. 4,5 Banjarmasin Selatan, Kota
Banjarmasin, South of Borneo.

The Name of The Lecturer s : Mr. Rusnadi Ali Kasan S, pd, i M, pd, i, MA
Date

: April, 04, 2019 (10.20 a.m)

Place

: Lecturer’s offices of Antasari State Islamic University
Banjarmasin.

1. When do you start using WhatsApp for outside teaching and learning?
- It is has been a long times ago sience 2016.
2. Do you require all your students to join on whatsapp group and follow the
activities?
- I ask my students espeecially a chairman of the class to make a group
WhatsApp , and i ask to invite me in that group.
3. What do you use of WhatsApp application for outside teaching and learning?
- WhatsApp is very important media in teaching for students to get the
learning materials such as a E-book, journal, power point, acticles, and
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the information that releted with our activities in the classroom, so i will
share its for support my teaching in class and help me to improving my
quality in teaching.
- I used whatsApp for discussion the materials on outside teaching when
the students have some problems regarding the lesson they have in the
classroom, so we have doing discussion in whatsApp group and the
students are discuss everything there are relating with the lesson where is
they not understand especially. For example, when i told about the
Curiculum in material development, i ask my students to discuss about
the definition of curiculum, syllabus, and lesson plan and also the
function of its and the students should discuss on whatsApp group.
- Beside on share the materials and discussion, i also used this group of
whatsApp to give an assignment andthan the students should submitt it on
privacy message to the lecture. To collect the students assignment must
send them by privacy message because students’ fear they will copy their
answer from their friends.
- The function of WhatsApp for outside the classroom is for connecting all
of us between the teacher and the students to bain in one communication
cyrcle wich is very good but in our campus did not provide the
communication yet. So it a good facility from the application to teacher
and students to be a unifay in one classroom for outside the class.
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4. Why do you use Whatsapp as media for outside teaching and learning?
- Because i thing WhatsApp is the only one of application that can unify
the teacher and the students to connect in one online application although
this is a media social application but very usedfull and i am espect this
university will provide us with system like Canvas. For example, in Elearning with bain the students and the teachers one’s learning system by
using WhatsApp application.
5. Do you think using whatsapp is very helpful when teaching and learning
process is going?
- I think so because the students will able to ask question regarding to the
lesson with her teachers and their friends in group whatsApp class. If
there is a students does not understand the material when her teachers
explains they may ask in the whatsApp group and also the may use
whatsApp to confirm the assignment for example, some students not
understand about assignment given to them and they ask in whatsapp so i
can explain again in whatsapp to them. So this app very halful for
students especially in build the communication with her teacher.
6. Do you have any difficulties when using whatsapp for outside teaching and
learning?
-

Sometimes we lose the connection to provider example and i believe that
also my students have some problem with me. When i want to share the
materials and i have a poor connection i can do that automaticly the
materials is delay to be send. Beside that WhatsApp need a good
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connection, so when we will acsses this app we are need the kuota and not
every students has phone kuota.
7. According to you, what are the advantages of using whatsapp for outside
teaching and learning English?
- WhatsApp application is very easy to use and everyone especially teacher
and students have this application because It is help students to
communicate with other especially to communicate with her teacher and it
is make students easy to ask question when they don’t understand about
something regarding the lesson.
- I have the communication cyrcle with my students for outside the class.
- WhatsApp help me to improving my quality in teaching.
8. According to you, what are the disadvantages of using whatsapp for outside
teaching and learning English?
- Sharing materials, task, information releted materials or documents, and
everything. It is little bit hard because i have five classes for this semester
and i am teaching the English course of TEFL 1 and automatic i have
fives group so i have to run from one grup to other group to post the
materials and also give them the intruction.
- Some students not really pay attention this group when discussion times,
some students only read this group when the discussion is going.
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Interview Guideline (Teacher B)
The name of the University : Antasari State Islamic University Banjarmasin.
Address

: Ahmad Yani street KM. 4,5 Banjarmasin Selatan, Kota
Banjarmasin, South of Borneo.

The Name of The Lecturer s : Nur Alfa Rahmah, M.Pd
Date

: April, 08, 2019 (13.20 p.m)

Place

: Lecturer’s offices of Antasari State Islamic University
Banjarmasin.

1. When do you start using WhatsApp for outside teaching and learning?
-

I think it is been like a 2016.

2. Do you require all your students to join on whatsapp group and follow the
activities?
-

Ya, in the begining of the class, i ask my students to make a WhatsApp
group for their class and ask every body to join in that group. So that, i can
share any information releted to the class and with that we can save the
times in classroom, sometimes i ma forgot to tell some information in the
class but i can do it on outside the class.

3. What do you use of WhatsApp for outside teaching and learning?
-

In the classroom it is happen in Morpho syntax class. In that time when
the projector is not working and we are ready have to show the power
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point to the play but there is not media to displayed so i just ask the
presenters to share it on WhatsApp. So that, every students can access it,
well the are listening the presenters. Sometimes i am also do that when i
see this app working for myself and i am explaining something in there
because i think it is more efective than writing in whitebord because we
write faster on kybord than whitebord right?
-

For outside the class i use this application to publish some material on
WhatsApp group such as share some journal, E-book and etc when i
forgot to tell my students some information in theclassroom.

4. Why do you use Whatsapp as media for outside teaching and learning?
-

Well, because every students has it. We can use the other media in
teaching but the other application has some technical problems usually
like students not have enough kuota to install that application and some of
them did not enough cafacity on their phone.

-

Easy to used and this application can save the times in teaching process is
going when te projector is not working in the classroom.

5. Do you think using whatsapp is very helpful when teaching and learning
process is going?
-

I think it is yes, only if the students are able to copyright. I think we need
to understand the students first if they are able to be ask to use the media
or not. This app can use in teaching process is going but you can not do
that in the classroom in which the students do not really pay intention.
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6. Do you have any difficulties when using whatsapp for outside teaching and
learning?
-

Not really, because this app very helpfull teacher and her students in
teaching activities in and out the classroom.

Interview Guideline (Teacher C)
The name of the University : Antasari State Islamic University Banjarmasin.
Address

: Ahmad Yani street KM. 4,5 Banjarmasin Selatan, Kota
Banjarmasin, South of Borneo.

The Name of The Lecturer s : Mrs. Rahmila Murtiana, MA
Date

: April, 09, 2019 (12.00 p.m)

Place

: Lecturer’s offices of Antasari State Islamic University
Banjarmasin.

1. When do you start using WhatsApp for outside teaching and learning?
-

I started using whatsApp is last semeseter for my students in the third
semester for my writing class and we still continue that group because i
am still teach them on four semester in Essay writing class.

2. Do you require all your students to join on whatsapp group and follow the
activities?
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-

Yes. For first i ask the chairman of the class actually to created the group
andthen all of his friends join to that group because they need some
information,etc.

3. What do you use of WhatsApp for outside teaching and learning?
-

Usually before come to the class i give my students the materials such as
E-book, Pdf, and etc and sometimes after i had the class, my students ask
my to send the power point on our group. Beside on share the materials of
teaching i also give them an announcement for doing homework .

-

Sometimes doing discussion when i am going to jakarta because i can not
to attend to the class and meet to tech them. So we had discuss some point
that the students not understand and i ask my students to post some
question releted the lesson which one their not understand.

4. Why do you use Whatsapp as media for outside teaching and learning?
-

I thing this app very populer in the society especially all of my students
has it to communication with other.

-

Easy to used. For previously on your class i used the other media like
schoology but some difficulties like can not acsses and login for some
students. So many students can post the assignment in that app.

5. Do you think using whatsapp is very helpful when teaching and learning
process is going?
-

Yes, very helpful especially for me because i can coomunicate with my
student in outside the class.

-

I can help my students if they have problems with they study.
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-

I can share the materials releted the study in whatsapp group and

-

Submitt the project or homework must share on whatsapp group not in
prevacy massage because i hope the students can learn from their friend
work because they can read that as example of the writing.

6. Do you have any difficulties when using whatsapp for outside teaching and
learning?
-

Not really, just sometimes we lose the conection so for share the materials
is delaye but this application is very usefull in teaching especially for
outside the classroom.

7. According to you, what are the advantages of using whatsapp for outside
teaching and learning?
-

I have mention preveiouly, the students can share their problem and ask
their friend in whatsapp group releted the lesson. So no only me to respons
it but the other friend can also response.

-

in my group actually we used English language, when i post something
and iask question i used English and my students must response it with
English languge too.

8. According to you, what are the disadvantages of using whatsapp for outside
teaching and learning?
-

Some students not active and only check the group very often.

-

Sometimes lose connection when we left banjarmasin, so i can not share
the materials. If i can do that it is very slowly to be send.
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-

Not all of my students have response, the response only some students,
may be active but keep silents because not relly confidents with their
writing.

-

Changes the number because lost their phone especially for their chairman
and he can join to that group again because the chairman is the only one
admin in that group. So the chairman must privasy massage with the
lecture.

Interview Guideline (Teacher D)
The name of the University : Antasari State Islamic University Banjarmasin.
Address

: Ahmad Yani street KM. 4,5 Banjarmasin Selatan, Kota
Banjarmasin, South of Borneo.

The Name of The Lecturer s : Mrs. Puji Rahayu, MA
Date

: April, 12, 2019 (09.10 a.m)

Place

: Lecturer’s offices of Antasari State Islamic University
Banjarmasin.

1. When do you start using WhatsApp for outside teaching and learning?
-

First times i use WhatsApp application as media in teaching on 2016.
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2. Do you require all your students to join on whatsapp group and follow the
activities?
-

Yes, all of the students have to join in the group class of whatsApp and do
all activities in there and if one of the students not follow the activities i
will give warning first andthan give a punishment for her/him .

3. What do you use of WhatsApp application for outside teaching and learning?
-

I use WhatsApp because i want to try this application whether it is
efective or not as media in teaching for outside the classroom.

-

I use it for all of the activities after have meeting for facilitiesto reflection
plus discussion. Reflection it is mean the activities that all of students are
obliged to gather writing on their understanding of past lesson of the
introduction linguistic and it is do for weekly activities after have meeting
in the classroom.

-

For discussion times, all of the students can ask with other on group
whatsApp releted the lesson and all of students can answer the question
from their friends, after that the lecture give that conclusion about that
question.

-

For share the materials i am not do that when i am teaching because every
students have the books of linguistic. So we are going to learning, submitt
reflection, and discussion by used that books.
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4. Why do you use Whatsapp as media for outside teaching and learning?
-

As i told you before, first i use whatApp because want to try that
application wether it is efective or not as media for outside teaching and
learning process.

-

Second, this application is very easy to use for someone how have this
application and i know that all of my students has it, i think it is a achieve
rather than using other application.

5. Do you think using whatsapp is very helpful when teaching and learning
process is going?
-

For teaching times in the classroom it is not relly helpfull when all of the
media such like a projector, whiteboard and etc still can play. If not we
can use that application in teaching. WhatsApp is very helpfull but just to
be a supplement as media for outside teaching and learning process.

-

For result of descussion or reflection on outside the class it is very helpfull
my students when learning process is going in the classroom because with
it my students could remember the past lesson and be ready to learn the
next materials.

6. Do you have any difficulties when using whatsapp for outside teaching and
learning?
-

I did not have difficulties during use that application as media in teaching
because that app very easy to use and very simple i think.

7. According to you, what are the advantages of using whatsapp for outside
teaching and learning?
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-

As a teacher this app greatly help me in reach and control my students. I
can build the communiucation cyrcle with them on outside the classroom.

-

The materials is more quecly distributed to all students who use this
application to share the materials.

-

I think to disseminate more quieckly through whatsApp application.

-

All of the students are more diligent in submitt his/her reflection. It is
easier to control students who have not send the reflection and who has
sent it. Reflection is a student’s obligation at the end of the class meeting
because of keeping track with the daily value.

8. According to you, what are the disadvantages of using whatsapp for outside
teaching and learning?
-

The students have copy paste the answers from their friends when the
reflection and discussion is going on whatsApp group and with that
condition it is make the students is not independent for him/herself.
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Interview Guideline (Teacher E)
The name of the University : Antasari State Islamic University Banjarmasin.
Address

: Ahmad Yani street KM. 4,5 Banjarmasin Selatan, Kota
Banjarmasin, South of Borneo.

The Name of The Lecturer s : Mrs. Sovia Rahmaniah S. Pd, M. Pd
Date

: April, 13, 2019 (09.00 a.m)

Place

: Lecturer’s offices of Antasari State Islamic University
Banjarmasin.

1. When do you start using WhatsApp for outside teaching and learning?
-

When i using my phone sience 2015 but, i use this app only to
communication with my students.

2. Do you require all your students to join on whatsapp group and follow the
activities?
-

For class i ask my students to make group of WhatsApp and their must
invite me in there. I have fives class so i have too fives group for this
semester andthan in whatsApp group not many activities like discussion,
giving them assignment i am not do that, only to share the information of
meeting.
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3. What do you use of WhatsApp for outside teaching and learning?
-

Only for information like when we want to back up the class and
sometimes i told them in group that i can not come to the class because
something happen.

4. Why do you use Whatsapp as media for outside teaching and learning?
-

I used WhatsApp not for media to in teaching but just for share the
infomation to make it easier to reach them. For example i ask my students
‘when we need back up the class and the chairman of the class will
respons on whatsApp group. But may be it is urgent i will share the link of
youtube that releted with the lesson in class for them and they must search
it and watch it on youtube before coming to the class.

5. Do you think using whatsapp is very helpful when teaching and learning
process is going?
-

Of course. It is very helpful because it can help me to make
communication with my students easy on outside the class.

-

For students, they know about the information for me before come to the
class, so that the laerning process in the classroom runs smoothly.

6. Do you have any difficulties when using whatsapp for commucation with
your students?
-

I did not have dificulties during use this application because very easy to
used this app.

7. According to you, what are the advantages of using whatsapp for
commucation with your students?
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-

You ask or talk something in whatsApp group the students will be respons
it.

-

Reach my students.

-

Easy and faster when you want to send message for other. Only one click
you can talk every body in group, you did not need talk one person
andthen one person talk their friends.

8. According to you, what are the disadvantages of using whatsapp for outside
teaching and learning?
-

For communication nothing the weaknesses i think but i do not know if
this app use for media in teaching and learning.
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Appendix III)
Transcript of Questionnaire
Questionnaires Guidline For Students 1 (Open and Closed Questionnaires)
Name

: Balina

Class

:E

Instructions!
1. Choose one of alternatives that is suitable with your opinion (No. 1, 2 and No.
12).
2. Fill the blank based on your opinion for other items.
Question
1. Do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : yes
2. How often do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : always
3. According to you, what are do the lectures’ use of whatsApp application for
outside learning English? Explain!
Answer : uploading file of the materials, announcement, and discussion.
4. Do you think, the use of WhatsApp application is important to support
English learning for outside teaching and learning? Why?
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Answer : of course because everything that related with learning materials I
got from WhatsApp group discussion.
5. Do you think, WhatsApp application as media technologies is important to
help students in learning English outside the classroom? Why?
Answer : yah, because all of students can do communicate with their teacher
on WhatsApp.
6. After use WhatsApp, what are the advantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Answer : I can build the communication with my teacher.
7. After use WhatsApp, what are the disadvantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Answer : sometimes, I cannot focuss when discussion time on WhatsApp.
8. Do you think the technological media for learning English are available
enough provided by lectures’ from English Department?
Answer : good enough, just for uploading the materials.
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Questionnaires Guidline For Students 2 (Open and Closed Questionnaires)
Name

: Lidya Maharani

Class

:E

Instructions!
1. Choose one of alternatives that is suitable with your opinion (No. 1, 2 and No.
12).
2. Fill the blank based on your opinion for other items.
Question
1. Do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : yes
2. How often do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : always
3. According to you, what are do the lectures’ use of whatsApp application for
outside learning English? Explain!
Answer : given a task and share the material on WhatsApp Application.
4. Do you think, the use of WhatsApp application is important to support
English learning for outside teaching and learning? Why?
Answer : yah, i think with WhatsApp the students can do communicate with
their students.
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5. Do you think, WhatsApp application as media technologies is important to
help students in learning English outside the classroom? Why?
Answer : Of course because the teacher share the materials befor come to the
class. So the students can learn first.
6. After use WhatsApp, what are the advantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Anwers : students easy to do communicate with their students and very faster.
7. After use WhatsApp, what are the disadvantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Answer : got poor conection when I am in my hometown.
8. Do you think the technological media for learning English are available
enough provided by lectures’ from English Department?
Answer : good because the teacher provider WhatsApp as media to teach her
students for outside the class.
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Questionnaires Guidline For Students 3 (Open and Closed Questionnaires)
Name

: Mahmud

Class

:C

Instructions!
1. Choose one of alternatives that is suitable with your opinion (No. 1, 2 and No.
12).
2. Fill the blank based on your opinion for other items.
Question
1. Do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : yes
2. How often do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : sometime
3. According to you, what are do the lectures’ use of whatsApp application for
outside learning English? Explain!
Answer : Online learning and given a task for students
4. Do you think, the use of WhatsApp application is important to support
English learning for outside teaching and learning? Why?
Answer : Not really because i cannot focuss on WhatsApp group.
5. Do you think, WhatsApp application as media technologies is important to
help students in learning English outside the classroom? Why?
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Answer : yah, because with WhatsApp I can got meterials from teacher.
6. After use WhatsApp, what are the advantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Anwers : students easy to communicate with their students.
7. After use WhatsApp, what are the disadvantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Answer : I must ontime when discussion is going on my group, if not i will
get punishment from my teacher.
8. Do you think the technological media for learning English are available
enough provided by lectures’ from English Department?
Answer : yah, because my teacher do everything on our group to improve his
students understanding on the materials.
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Questionnaires Guidline For Students 4 (Open and Closed Questionnaires)
Name

: Nurhani

Class

:C

Instructions!
1. Choose one of alternatives that is suitable with your opinion (No. 1, 2 and No.
12).
2. Fill the blank based on your opinion for other items.
Question
1. Do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : yes
2. How often do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : always
3. According to you, what are do the lectures’ use of whatsApp application for
outside learning English? Explain!
Answer : Online learning and sometimes give the task for her students
4. Do you think, the use of WhatsApp application is important to support
English learning for outside teaching and learning? Why?
Answer : not really but with WhatsApp the students can do communicate
with their teacher.
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5. Do you think, WhatsApp application as media technologies is important to
help students in learning English outside the classroom? Why?
Answer : Of course because the teacher always upload the materials
6. After use WhatsApp, what are the advantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Anwers : very faster and easy to use.
7. After use WhatsApp, what are the disadvantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Answer : pesan-pesan penting hasil diskusi tenggelam.
8. Do you think the technological media for learning English are available
enough provided by lectures’ from English Department?
Answer : good because the teacher provide a WhatsApp to teach her students
to improve their knowladge.
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Questionnaires Guidline For Students 5 (Open and Closed Questionnaires)
Name

: Mussyarah

Class

:C

Instructions!
1. Choose one of alternatives that is suitable with your opinion (No. 1, 2 and No.
12).
2. Fill the blank based on your opinion for other items.
Question
1. Do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : yes
2. How often do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : always
3. According to you, what are do the lectures’ use of whatsApp application for
outside learning English? Explain!
Answer : share the material on group WhatsApp Application and give
announcement that related with the class.
4. Do you think, the use of WhatsApp application is important to support
English learning for outside teaching and learning? Why?
Answer : I think with WhatsApp, I can do communicate with my teacher on
outside the class.
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5. Do you think, WhatsApp application as media technologies is important to
help students in learning English outside the classroom? Why?
Answer : Of course because the teacher share the materials in whatsapp and
can improve students ability on their skill of English.
6. After use WhatsApp, what are the advantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Anwers : minimaze my problem in get the materials.
7. After use WhatsApp, what are the disadvantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Answer : nothing because whatsapp is good, easy to use, and simple.
8. Do you think the technological media for learning English are available
enough provided by lectures’ from English Department?
Answer : good because i can learn of learning materials on media socials
Whatsapp.
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Questionnaires Guidline For Students 6 (Open and Closed Questionnaires)
Name

: Mariani

Class

:D

Instructions!
1. Choose one of alternatives that is suitable with your opinion (No. 1, 2 and No.
12).
2. Fill the blank based on your opinion for other items.
Question
1. Do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : yes
2. How often do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : always
3. According to you, what are do the lectures’ use of whatsApp application for
outside learning English? Explain!
Answer : share the material, give announcement that related with the class,
and group discussion.
4. Do you think, the use of WhatsApp application is important to support
English learning for outside teaching and learning? Why?
Answer : I think with WhatsApp, I can do communicate with my teacher on
outside the class.
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5. Do you think, WhatsApp application as media technologies is important to
help students in learning English outside the classroom? Why?
Answer : sometime yes, sometime no depend condition.
6. After use WhatsApp, what are the advantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Anwers : with whatsApp I can learn not only in the class but every where.
7. After use WhatsApp, what are the disadvantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Answer : need some Kuota, hehehe.
8. Do you think the technological media for learning English are available
enough provided by lectures’ from English Department?
Answer : not really, but I enjoy with whatsApp application because I have do
communicate with my teacher.
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Questionnaires Guidline For Students 7 (Open and Closed Questionnaires)
Name

: Siti Muqodimah

Class

:D

Instructions!
1. Choose one of alternatives that is suitable with your opinion (No. 1, 2 and No.
12).
2. Fill the blank based on your opinion for other items.
Question
1. Do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : yes
2. How often do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : sometime
3. According to you, what are do the lectures’ use of whatsApp application for
outside learning English? Explain!
Answer : share the material and discussion on whatsApp.
4. Do you think, the use of WhatsApp application is important to support
English learning for outside teaching and learning? Why?
Answer : yah, I think . easy to get learning materials because my teacher very
active for uploading the materials per-week .
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5. Do you think, WhatsApp application as media technologies is important to
help students in learning English outside the classroom? Why?
Answer : Of course because the teacher share the materials in whatsapp.
6. After use WhatsApp, what are the advantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Anwers : did not to login. I think that WhatsApp is very simple application.
7. After use WhatsApp, what are the disadvantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Answer : simple.
8. Do you think the technological media for learning English are available
enough provided by lectures’ from English Department?
Answer : good. If there is application is not use the kuota, that is excellent app
wkwkkkkkkk.
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Questionnaires Guidline For Students 8 (Open and Closed Questionnaires)
Name

: Karimah

Class

:A

Instructions!
1. Choose one of alternatives that is suitable with your opinion (No. 1, 2 and No.
12).
2. Fill the blank based on your opinion for other items.
Question
1. Do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : yes
2. How often do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : always
3. According to you, what are do the lectures’ use of whatsApp application for
outside learning English? Explain!
Answer : made a group of whatsApp and do everything activities such like
uploaded material, announcement, given a task and etc.
4. Do you think, the use of WhatsApp application is important to support
English learning for outside teaching and learning? Why?
Answer : do communicate with the teacher by use whatsapp.
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5. Do you think, WhatsApp application is important to help students in learning
English outside the classroom? Why?
Answer : yah, because the teacher share the materials to improve students
knowladge.
6. After use WhatsApp, what are the advantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Anwers : easy to get materials.
7. After use WhatsApp, what are the disadvantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Answer : not really because whatsapp very helpful me in get sources of
materials.
8. Do you think, the technological media for learning English are available
enough provided by lectures’ from English Department?
Answer : good.
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Questionnaires Guidline For Students 9 (Open and Closed Questionnaires)
Name

: Fitria Hayani Alam

Class

:A

Instructions!
1. Choose one of alternatives that is suitable with your opinion (No. 1, 2 and No.
12).
2. Fill the blank based on your opinion for other items.
Question
1. Do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : yes
2. How often do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : sometime
3. According to you, what are do the lectures’ use of whatsApp application for
outside learning English? Explain!
Answer : class online learning plus share materials.
4. Do you think the use of WhatsApp application is important to support English
learning for outside teaching and learning? Why?
Answer : of course, especially for doing communication with my teacher .
5. Do you think, WhatsApp application is important to help students in learning
English outside the classroom? Why?
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Answer : Of course, because the teacher share the materials before coming to
the class.
6. After use WhatsApp, what are the advantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Anwers : help me in getting the materials from the teacher.
7. After use WhatsApp, what are the disadvantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Answer : sometimes cannot download materials because I have bad signal.
8. Do you think the technological media for learning English are available
enough provided by lectures’ from English Department?
Answer : I think yes, with Whatsapp all of problems is lose.

Questionnaires Guidline For Students 10 (Open and Closed Questionnaires)
Name

: Ahmad Maulana

Class

:A

Instructions!
1. Choose one of alternatives that is suitable with your opinion (No. 1, 2 and No.
12).
2. Fill the blank based on your opinion for other items.
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Question
1. Do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : yes
2. How often do you use Whatsapp application for outside learning?
Answer : always
3. According to you, what are do the lectures’ use of whatsApp application for
outside learning English? Explain!
Answer : group disccusion and submit the task by used whatsapp.
4. Do you think, the use of WhatsApp application is important to support
English learning for outside teaching and learning? Why?
Answer : yes because it very help me to get or share the materials.
5. Do you think, WhatsApp application is important to help students in learning
English outside the classroom? Why?
Answer : Of course because the teacher share the materials in whatsapp and
can improve students ability on their skill of English.
6. After use WhatsApp, what are the advantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Anwers : minimaze of problem in getting the materials.
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7. After use WhatsApp, what are the disadvantages of WhatsApp application for
outside learning?
Answer :cannot upload vidio with high capasity maxcimal 90mb.
8. Do you think, the technological media for learning English are available
enough provided by lectures’ from English Department?
Answer : morethan enough, cause I can do everything to improve my skill in
WhatsApp group include reading, wraiting, speaking and also listening by
sources of materials from my the teacher.
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The Letters
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(Appendix V)
The Consultant of Notes
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